
Camden Energy and Sustainability Committee  
Monday Oct. 21, 2020 

Meeting held via ZOOM  
A recording is available on the town website at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlSu7uxckbE . 
 

Attendance: Anita Brosius-Scott (chair), Pete Kalajian (deputy chair), Marc Ratner (Select Board 
liaison), Jeremy Martin (town planning officer), Sarah Miller, Brian Robinson, Philip Gerard, Bruce 
Means,  Nancy Harmon-Jenkins 

Minutes, Sep. 21, 2020, meeting: No action taken 

Discussion points: 

1. Report by town planner Jeremy Martin on Efficiency Camden and other town initiatives. 

 a. Jeremy first updated the committee on the town’s solar development efforts. A lot of 
firms have an interest in providing solar for us, Jeremy noted. He already has two solid 
proposals, and a third possible. In addition, two solar companies, Maine-based Reivison Energy 
and Synergy out of California, are angling for another potential provider to Camden, the Knox 
County Airport solar project. The airport has significant funding from federal Cares act and a 
decision on the bids appears imminent. Jeremy said he expects to follow up with a Camden 
decision soon after the airport bid award. [An award to Revision was reported later that 
evening.]  

  b. Electric vehicle charging stations. Jeremy explained that he had applied to Efficiency 
Maine and Avandgrid/CMP, which have parallel tracks to award funding for electric car 
chargers. You can only get one of the two, and Avangrid appears financially preferable, Jeremy 
said. Four-port, grid-connected smart charter systems are on offer by Avangrid, each system 
worth $16,000. Camden would have to cover the cost of installing the chargers, but this cost is 
not expected to be large. He has submitted an application, and he has a verbal assurance we 
are on the final list. They think Camden is a great location. It will probably be Revision handling 
the site work, and Jeremy needs a site visit with Revision before anything is finalized. Users will 
pay for the electricity, not Camden.  
 Pete asked about the proliferating number of standards for chargers. Will this be a 
rapid charger? Jeremy said he is uncertain and would defer to Revision for details. If there’s 
something we want in terms of standards, we can ask for it. Different car makers have different 
standards, Pete noted. Phil Gerard can provide information, Pete added. Many charging 
stations are commercial ventures at which companies are saying they want to make money. For 
now, the town sees the public safety parking lot as the likely location, Jeremy said. Avangrid 
wants a visible site. Jeremy asked if people like that location. Pete said yes.  
            Phil later confirmed that he has an electric car, and he has charged it but said that’s 
about as far as his knowledge goes. He’s happy to talk to Jeremy about it, however. Sarah 
volunteered to provide research she did earlier on different types of charging stations.  

c. Efficiency Camden. Initially, we were hoping to match Efficiency Maine rebates or 
other funding, Jeremy said. We wanted to encourage people to make energy improvements to 
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their homes, using state rebates, and then provide further encouragement to low income 
residents with Camden rebates. Maine has oldest housing stock in the country without a lot of 
air sealing. Marc explained that he had spoken to Audra about this a month or so ago, and she 
had said we could use some town trust funds, perhaps for up to $50,000. She said we can 
adjust a bit higher the income level and perhaps property values to qualify for funding. But this 
is just home owners, we can’t do it for renters. 
            Jeremy concurred. We have trust funds available for the needy. Question is what the 
needy is. The real estate market has changed so much, with homes worth much more than they 
were just a few years ago. So we’re going to try to adjust what that dollar amount is to qualify 
for assistance. There’s a Trust Fund Committee in place to work on that kind of thing. He has a 
list of who has qualified for programs in the past. He has also tried to reach out to state 
agencies to find others who might qualify.  
            Jeremy said he needs some help on the promotion of this. He said that education and 
getting the word out on funding availability will be critical. He requested a meeting with Anita 
and others on this. The expectation is that there would be an ongoing, rolling application 
process. Jeremy’s said his initial thought was to say that we would honor the same contractor 
relationships that Efficiency Maine approves in order to avoid putting the town in a position of 
picking contractors when there is no bidding process.  
            Brian said he would forward a list of recommendations based on a Rockland program 
now a couple of years old. Their biggest issue was to engage the community and get qualified 
people to participate. Anita said that what strikes her is that the first thing to do is have an 
energy audit done for each house. We’d need to find participating houses, then do an energy 
audit and, third, determine how much we can subsidize. Jeremy agreed that having an energy 
audit would really help. He hates seeing heat pumps done in buildings that don’t have air seals. 
Want to assist that kind of work for people who qualify for funding from the trust funds.  
            Anita said it would be nice if there were a graduated benefit. Some way to avoid “all-or-
nothing” funding. Jeremy suggested that the energy committee come up with itemized bullet 
points on that point to provide to the Trust Fund Committee and perhaps Audra and/or the 
Select Board. We have to stay within the bounds of trust fund requirements. Sarah asked 
whether, with the information campaign, we could target everyone and then mention the extra 
support that can go to lower income citizens. Jeremy supported that idea. He noted that 
Efficiency Maine has funds available for everyone. Anita asked whether the town might have 
some funds beyond the trust funds that could be used to help people who don’t qualify for 
trust funds to have an energy audit. Jeremy encouraged the committee to find some 
philanthropic people or agencies who would support this. Maybe we could put together a 
program to raise money for this purpose. Lots of benefits: climate change, saving money in 
homes.  
             Anita suggested we might want to hold a workshop on this. Jeremy proposed meeting 
with Anita next week, perhaps also with Brian. Sarah noted that initial audits are often provided 
for free. Brian described the initial kind of consults that people can get for free; you don’t need 
a $500 energy audit in most cases; 90% of requirements show up in the initial audit. You need 
an analysis first of what needs to happen, but it doesn’t need to be an expensive report. The 
key for businesses in this field is getting access to folks homes and then providing advice to 
customers on what they can do. Brian suggested opening up the initial meeting next week to 



everyone. Jeremy left the meeting at this point.  
              Phil noted that there is a long history of government-sponsored onsite home 
inspections at the state level, and he would like to know more about that. Some involved 
giveaways of simple equipment that saved energy. Brian stressed that community involvement 
is critical. There was a “green sneakers” initiative in Rockland some years ago to train people to 
go into houses and make assessments, and it helped lead to the current program there. If each 
of us got four or five others to get involved it would go a long way. The trust funds leave out 
most citizens of Camden, Anita noted. What can we do to help get others involved?  
              Marc reiterated that we could up the income level to qualify for funding and said 
maybe the committee could propose a level. Bruce said that if we inform everyone in Camden 
about what could be done, and then point out that we have funds available to help people with 
lower income. Sarah outlined that we have information from the Watershed study on how 
much of town energy use is for housing. We could then have a bullet point saying you can save 
money by doing this, another saying that Efficiency Maine will help pay, and finally one saying 
that if you still can’t afford it, Camden has a program that may be able to help you. Brian said 
we need to persuade lower income people that it is possible for them to do useful things in 
their homes. Tackle these people first, who don’t think there’s much they can do. Then move 
onto a broader program.  
              It should be easy to get a list of people in Camden who might qualify, Pete said. If it’s a 
dozen, it’s a very different problem than if it’s 100. That could be a good first step. Brian said he 
doesn’t think there would be 100 houses that would qualify. Rockland weatherized 95 houses 
over two years at a cost of $95,000. Camden is likely to have fewer than half that number. Anita 
said not many home owners would qualify. Most low income people are renters. Sarah noted 
that some places, such as Portland/South Portland, are using building codes to push owners to 
make rental housing more energy efficient. Marc said that getting agreement on forcing people 
to do things would be difficult and require a town vote.  
              Anita asked whether we might need to hold a workshop. Sentiment on the committee 
was in favor of waiting until after the next meeting with Jeremy.   

The meeting was adjourned. 

 

 

       

 

 


